2nd Grade Classroom Connections
Week of: September 9, 2019
Language Arts Word Lists
Spelling List: wet, job, hug, rest, spot, mud, left,
help, plum, nut, net, hot
Review Words: get, not
Challenge Words: lunch, spend

Sight Words: bring, children, comes, family, do,
like, those, use, with, make

Vocabulary: piano, cousin, visit, remembered,
porch, crown, spend, stuck

Math Vocabulary/Concepts

Reading & Grammar
Anchor Story: Mi Familia (My Family)
Decodable Readers: Bud, Ben & Roz
The Funny Hat
Vocabulary Reader: Who is in Your Family?

Leveled Readers:
(Green) Let’s Make Music
(Purple) Happy Birthday, Everyone!
(Blue) How to Make a Family Tree

Phonics Concepts: short /e/, /o/ and /u/
Grammar: simple sentences

This week we plan to finish our chapter on
place values and various number forms. We
will review in class and hopefully “show what
we know” (aka test) by the end of the week.
Then we will begin using this knowledge to add
numbers with sums of up to 1,000!
Additionally, we are working on how to
properly say and write large numbers. We are
trying hard to say large numbers without
inserting the word “and.” For example, 247
should be said as “two hundred forty-seven”
instead of as “two hundred and forty-seven.”
We are also learning where to insert the
hyphen when we write a number in word form.
It is a bit tricky!
Although it is still early in the year, I would
like the students to start to work on fact
fluency both, at home & school.

Other Matters to Note:
Last week you should have received two yellow
order forms for Highlights magazine and
Puzzlemania magazine. Please sign them and
send them back even if you do not want to
subscribe. (You only need to put your child’s
name and your signature on the form if you
choose not to subscribe, as well as check the
appropriate choice. You will not need to fill in all
of the other information requested.) Returning
the forms will allow me to choose a useful prize
for our classroom. Last year we ended up with a
nice set of wooden pieces for STEM projects or
indoor recess. If you threw the forms away or
misplaced them, please request for replacement
forms. Thank you for your cooperation in this
matter.
Have a fantastic week!

